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Land Management with Ecological and Economic Objectives: Developing a
Production Possibility Set of Wildlife Species Persistence and Timber Harvest Value

Using Simulated Annealing

INTRODUCTION

Management of public lands for sensitive wildlife species such as the Northern

spotted owl (Strix occidentalis) and certain stocks of anadromous salmon (Oncorhynchus

spp.) has come to the forefront of public debate, particularly in the Pacific Northwest.

Despite the potential of extensive land management changes required when a wildlife

species is listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the ESA retains strong support

among a majority of the American public. Conservation of wildlife species typically

involves economic tradeoffs between commodity production and habitat preservation.

The effectiveness of wildlife habitat protection depends upon the quality, quantity, and

spatial configuration of the land that is protected. Since resources are scarce, habitat

protection plans should be designed to accomplish desired wildlife population goals as

efficiently as possible, accommodating traditional commodity and other non-commodity

production from the land where possible. Efficiency requires production of a given level

of wildlife preservation at minimum cost (Montgomery 1995).

Recently, an interdisciplinary Committee of Scientists released a report to the

Secretary of Agriculture entitled "Sustaining the People's Lands: Recommendations for

Stewardship of the National Forests and Grasslands into the Next Century" (Johnson et

al. 1999). In this report the Committee recommended that "ecological sustainability

provide the foundation upon which the management for national forests and grasslands

can contribute to economic and social sustainability." Specifically the report states that

the Forest Service needs to provide the ecological conditions necessary to protect the

viability of selected focal species and of threatened, endangered and sensitive species. In

addition to the emphasis on ecological sustainability, the committee emphasized the

importance of traditional resource production such as timber harvest to the economic,

social and cultural sustenance of many local communities.



Tradeoff Analysis
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Public land managers are instructed to meet multiple economic and biological

goals. Often these goals are conflicting in nature such as the tradeoffs between timber

harvest and wildlife habitat preservation. While much of the existing research on land

management has focused exclusively on economic issues (e.g., timber production or

profitability) or exclusively on ecological issues (e.g., survival of a key species), there is

a growing number of studies that consider both ecological and economic issues in an

integrated fashion (see for example, Ando et al. 1998, Haight 1995, Haight and Travis

1997, Holland et al. 1993, Hyde 1989, Montgomery et al. 1994, 1999, Rohweder et al.

2000, Marshall et al. 2000, Polasky et al. 2001).

In this dissertation I used an integrated approach combining models of wildlife

population dynamics, timber stand growth, and financial analysis of timber harvest to

explore the relationship between wildlife conservation and commodity extraction on a

multi-ownership landscape in the Central Oregon Cascades. This spatial optimization

problem was solved using a heuristic optimization method, simulated annealing. I

developed harvest schedules for a landscape that attempt to maximize the net present

value (NPV) from timber harvest subject to a target wildlife habitat constraint. Through

analysis of several different net present value levels of timber harvest the relationship

between production of wildlife preservation and timber harvest value was explored. This

methodology was applied for a wildlife species with life history characteristics based on

the Northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus) on two landscapes in the Willamette

National Forest in the Central Cascades of Oregon. The case study of the squirrel is

meant for illustrative purposes only, as I have significantly simplified the forest planning

problem to emphasize my modeling strategy. Hopefully, this research will demonstrate a

method that will allow policy makers to become more informed about the risk to wildlife

population persistence associated with different policy alternatives.

Multiple ecological and economic objectives are often explicitly specified in laws

and regulations governing agency behavior. The National Forest Management Act of
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1976 (NFMA) states that "fish and wildlife habitat shall be managed to maintain viable

populations of existing native and desired non-native vertebrate species in the planning

area" (36 CFR 219). The NFMA regulations define a viable population as "one which

has the estimated numbers and distribution of reproductive individuals to insure its

continued existence is well distributed in the planning area." NFMA further requires the

Forest Service to develop alternative forest plans that "represent the most cost efficient

combination of management practices examined that can meet the objectives established"

and "alternatives shall be formulated to facilitate evaluation of the effects on present net

value, benefits, and costs."

The concept of production possibility sets, the set of all feasible combinations of

outputs from a given set of inputs, can be used to consider tradeoffs among resources.

Three types of production relationships exist. Competitive interactions occur when the

production of one output reduces the production of the other output, complementary

interactions occur when the production of one output increases the output of the other and

finally, incompatible interactions imply that the production of one output prohibits the

production of the other. Production possibility set methodology is most illustrative when

we have competitive output interactions as would be expected for the outputs we examine

in this study, the net present value of timber harvest and the likelihood of species

persistence on a forested landscape.

The production possibility frontier (PPF), the outer most envelope of the

production possibility set, shows efficient combinations of outputs from a given set of

inputs. If output prices are known, the optimal jOint production problem may be solved.

However, if the price of one good or prices of both goods are not well established (as in

the case of the likelihood of species persistence) a production possibility set provides

information about the relative tradeoffs between the competing outputs. Price data for

traditionally non-marketed goods such as species preservation are poorly understood. In

recent decades many researchers have applied contingent valuation (CV) analysis such

as willingness to pay in an attempt to obtain data regarding the relative prices of

traditionally non-marketed goods such as biodiversity and wildlife persistence. However,
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CV methodology is most appropriate identifying price structures for very specific

projects. Data from CV studies may provide good qualitative information, however, the

quantitative data from many studies is often suspect due to the inherent hypothetical

nature of the market. Montgomery et al. (1999) established a set of management prices

for wildlife species in Monroe County, Pennsylvania in an effort to establish a price

structure for land management decision makers under a range of hypothetical values for

overall biodiversity. The authors explain that high marginal prices for particular species

imply high marginal returns creating a basis for prioritizing conservation effort. Despite

the paucity of price information, we may become more informed about the relative value

society places on competing resources through the development of production possibility

sets. If society chooses one allocation of competing resources over another allocation

(for example the choice to retain a section of forestland for wildlife habitat while

restricting timber harvest activities) we have uncovered some relative societal price

information.

Montgomery et al's research (1992, 1994, 1995) on the cost of northern spotted

owl (Strix occidentalis) preservation developed the concept of species preservation as a

marginal choice between the estimated probability of species survival versus the value of

timber harvested. Montgomery used wildlife population simulation of different spatial

configuration rules for spotted owl habitat to trace out a production possibility frontier of

the probability of spotted owl population persistence and financial returns from timber

harvest over a 100 year time period. This work was limited due to the lack of
sophistication in wildlife population models available at the time of research.
Furthermore, the Montgomery study did not attempt to optimize the placement and

timing of the timber harvest; lands were either reserved from timber harvest and therefore

suitable owl habitat or they were available for harvest and unsuitable owl habitat.

Rohweder et al. (2000) used production possibility frontiers to illustrate the

tradeoffs between economic objectives and biological goals in a study area in the

Wallowa-Whitman National Forest in Northeast Oregon. In that study the production

relationship between the net present value of timber harvest and several biological goals
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for Elk (Cervus elaphus), pileated woodpeckers (Dryocopuspileatus), and risk due to fire

and insect infestation were explored. Proxies developed outside of the studywere used to

define the wildlife goals with elk habitat represented by a percent hiding cover measure

and the woodpecker habitat represented by a habitat suitability index.

Spatial Optimization

In July of 2000 Forest Science produced one of its first special issues addressing

the topic of spatial modeling in forest management and natural resource planning.

Murray and Snyder (2000) stated in the introduction that the special issue was "brought

about by the continued independent developments of nature reserve design and spatially

constrained harvest scheduling modeling research." They identify 5 categories into

which recent development in spatial optimization fall:

1 .Conservation and nature design.

Forest harvest scheduling with adjacency considerations.

Harvest scheduling with appropriate road access networks.

Hierarchical forest management planning.

Integration of production and conservation considerations.

Despite the claim that the special issue is directed towards the fifth category none of the

five contributing articles addressed the issue of the integration of production and

conservation. The work included in this thesis can best be categorized as falling into

categories 5 and 1. The harvest schedules were developed in such a way as to maximize

a proxy variable that was developed from a spatially explicit population simulator

(PATCH) subject to a predefined net present value constraint. By defining several

different levels of the net present value constraint I explored the output relationship of

timber production and wildlife conservation in a spatially explicit framework, adding to

the limited body of work in this category of research.



Harvest Scheduling

Maximization of an objective function relating to the placement of harvest units

and determination of time period for timber harvest is inherently a very large problem.

Many forest planning problems are formulated as linear programming (LP) problems and

solved using methods such as simplex. LP models require continuous variables with

planning solutions presented in the form: apply a specific prescription to a percentage of

acres or volume, with no information on where to find the acreage or volume. The

inherent spatial nature of most forest planning issues makes output from linear

programming models difficult to interpret and apply. Integer programming (IP)

techniques, such as branch and bound, apply 0/1 variables to represent decision variables

and the associated spatial considerations. A major drawback of many IP models is their

inability to handle large problems. Standard IP problems become intractable rapidly as

the number of harvest units or the number of time periods becomes large. Complete

enumeration of all possible configurations of the solution space for harvest scheduling

problems are exponential in number of harvest units and number of periods analyzed.

Furthermore, hill climbing techniques are typically inappropriate due to the fact that the

solution space is likely to be non-convex. Hill climbing techniques would therefore

converge to local optima and be unable to explore the entire solution space. Thus,

solutions derived from hill climbing techniques are dependent upon the established initial

conditions.

Heuristics and specialized IP formulations have emerged in recent years to handle

these large, computationally difficult forest planning problems, while maintaining the

problems inherent integer spatial nature. Heuristics techniques were developed to handle

problems' where complete enumeration of the solution space is unrealistic due to the size

of the problem and when traditional integer programming methods such as branch and

bound are computationally prohibitive. Heuristic algorithms typically use randon-mess or

intelligent programming to establish rules to accept inferior solutions that allow the

algorithm to extract itself from local optima and explore a larger subset of the entire

solution space. In most large problems where heuristic programming is appropriate,

6
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global optimality of the heuristic solution cannot be assured. However, heuristic

techniques have been applied to large computationally solvable problems and have been

shown to identify "good" (i.e. close to the global optima) solutions at low levels of

computational effort. Several different heuristics optimization techniques have been

developed including simulated annealing, tabu search, and genetic algorithms and applied

to a wide range of optimization problems (Reeves 1993).

I chose to apply simulated annealing (SA) in this thesis. SA is simple to

implement, computationally efficient, and produces solutions comparable to other

heuristic techniques often in considerably less time (see Murray and Church (1995),

Boston and Bettinger 1999), Sharer(1999)). SA uses a random acceptance criterion to

allow the algorithm to accept inferior solutions to the optimization procedure. In doing

so, SA is able to explore a larger set of the solution space than traditional hill climbing

techniques that would be likely to converge to local (non-global) optimum. Simulated

annealing uses a temperature parameter and a cooling schedule that initially accepts a

large number of non-improving solutions. As the temperature is cooled the probability of

accepting inferior solutions is reduced to zero.

An increasing number of recent studies have applied heuristic optimization

techniques to solve complex forest planning problems. Boston and Bettinger (1999)

applied two different heuristic techniques, simulated annealing and tabu search, to 4

forest planning problems. Murray and Church (1995) compared three heuristic

approaches, interchange, simulated annealing, and tabu search to harvest scheduling

problems with adjacency constraints and road link considerations on 2 different forests.

Lockwood and Moore (1993) applied a simulated annealing algorithm to solve a harvest

scheduling problem with spatial constraints. Bettinger et a! (1997, 1998) applied tabu

search to 2 different harvest scheduling problems including wildlife habitat. Laroze and

Greber (1997) used tabu search to analyze the classic stand bucking problem in forest

management. Clark et al. (2000) apply a three stage heuristic to develop harvest

schedules with road access networks.



Habitat Reservation

Studies of spatial optimization of wildlife habitat reserves have developed along

two maj or lines. The first is optimization of the placement of habitat for a single species

based on the spatial qualitative and quantitative habitat needs for individual species. The

second major type of spatial optimization problems is known as reserve site selection

problems. In this class of problems a list is created of species representation in each

potential habitat reserve area from a set of potential reserve areas. This problem may be

approached as a maximal coverage problem (MCP) where the objective is to represent as

many species as possible given a budget or area constraint or a location set problem

(LSP) where the objective is to cover all of the species in a minimum number of sites

Spatially explicit wildlife population simulation models have been developed to

examine the implications of alternative habitat layout for wildlife species for example

McKelvey's (1992) OWL model and Schumaker's (1998) PATCH model. Simulation

models are able to include considerable detail about wildlife specific population

parameters and habitat preferences to examine the effects of the quantity and spatial

arrangement of habitat on species survival. Optimization of these spatial explicit models

is often computationally prohibitive due to the length of solution time. Spatially explicit

optimization models are more suited to finding efficient solutions to these problems,

however this efficiency comes at the cost of detail.

Hof and Raphael (1997) developed a static optimization model of habitat

placement on the Olympic Peninsula of Washington for the spotted owl. The authors

used a gradient search technique to maximize habitat placement with the model

parameters generated from a wildlife simulation model. The authors assumed that the

objective function met the necessary convexity requirements to justify the application of

the gradient search methodology. They stated that a "nonconvex model would not be

solvable with nonheuristic methods that ensure optimality at the scale of our case study".

Bevers et al. (1997) used a linear programming formulation to spatially optimize the

placement of prairie dog (Cynomys spp.) colonies to maximize the likelihood of species

8
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success for the endangered black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes). The authors applied

this methodology to a study area in South Dakota were captive bred ferrets were released

in 1994.

Haight and Travis (1997) examined the problem of determining economic costs

and uncertainties about wildlife population viability. The problem was to identify the

cost efficient protection plan that satisfied a minimum population viability constraint.

Population survival probabilities under alternative protection plans were estimated using

Monte Carlo simulations. The methodology developed was applied to a wolf population

model in the Great Lakes region of the United States. Haight (1995) developed a

decision framework for determining cost-effective conservation plans for sensitive

wildlife species. The author maximized net present value of revenue from timber harvest

subject to a viability constraint based on meeting a standard for risk of population

extinction. The decision variable was the choice of which areas should be assigned to

timber production and which areas should be reserved for conservation of wildlife

habitat. Due to the framework of the problem, areas were either protected for habitat

(suitable) or are part of the timber production base (unsuitable). The economic costs in

terms of foregone timber harvest were examined for different viability constraints in

terms of two key parameters: the standard for extinction risk and the probability of

attaining the standard.

Csuti et al. (1997) examined a spatial reserve selection problem for vertebrate

species distribution data in the state of Oregon. The authors applied two specialty

heuristics, richness-based and weighted rarity-based, and simulated annealing and

compared these solutions to a linear programming algorithm that identified the optimal

solution. The authors found that the heuristics found near-optimal solutions at low

computational costs to the maximal coverage problem and the location set problem.

Church et al. (1996) applied a linear programming formulation to a list of vertebrate

species data in Southwestern California. Ando et al. (1998) included price data

representing the conservation cost of different reserves and solved a maximal coverage

plan. By including price data the authors were able to weigh the quality of the site, in
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terms of its contribution to species richness, by its relative price to determine

conservation priorities given the realistic presence of a budget constraint. Polasky et al.

(2001) applied a methodology similar to Ando et al. (1998) to examine reserve site

selection with differing land values for the state of Oregon. By concentrating on a

smaller landscape, the state of Oregon versus the entire United States, the authors were

able to gather more detailed spatial and cost data at a finer geographic scale.

Introduction Summary

Traditionally, economists and management scientists have focused on

optimization while wildlife biologists have focused on simulation. Simulation allows far

greater detail, while optimization allows analysis of a much larger set of possibilities. As

computing technology advances optimization models are able to include more and more

sophistication (see Hof and Bevers, 1998 and Haight and Travis, 1997). This work

included use of both simulation and optimization techniques. Extensive simulation work

was conducted to identifi landscape patterns that produce high levels of wildlife

population success. These patterns were used to constrain a heuristic optimization

algorithm that identified harvest schedules that maximized the net present value of timber

harvest. Hof and Bevers (1998) suggest that "resource economists and management

scientists probably need to pay more attention to simulation methodologies and ecologists

probably need to pay more attention to optimization methodologies."

The research developed in this dissertation will extend the research of Hof and

Raphael (1997) by foregoing the assumption of convexity of the objective functions by

utilizing heuristic optimization techniques. Montgomery's research utilized simulation

techniques to analyze existing spatial configuration rules while we used optimization

techniques to explore a more complete set of spatial configurations. Furthermore this

research was conducted using a state of the art population simulator, PATCH (Schumaker

1998), on a GIS landscape of the Central Cascade region developed by Cohen (2000).

Bettinger et al. (1997, 1998) and Boston and Bettinger (1999) developed spatially explicit

harvest schedules with wildlife habitat considerations. However, the wildlife habitat
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constraints were developed outside of these studies. In this study, a wildlife habitat

constraint was developed within the study based on established biological principles and

from population simulation analysis conducted in the PATCH model. Forming a wildlife

habitat constraint in this fashion allowed wildlife preferences to guide the model in

identifying good solutions. This methodology appears to be more consistent with current

public land manager's objectives where habitat protection for sensitive species such as

the owl and salmon is the primary goals with financial return from timber harvest playing

a secondary role.

This work considers both economic and ecological objectives in applying an

integrated spatial optimization algorithm adding to the limited body of work in this

category of research. By developing production possibility sets that include both

traditional production considerations (the net present value of timber harvest) and

conservation considerations (the likelihood of a wildlife species persisting on a

landscape) this line of research may provide a framework that will allow land managers

and agencies to become more informed about the relative tradeoffs associated with their

decisions.



METHODS

The Integrated Model

The general framework of the integrated model and the linkages between the

components are illustrated in Figure 1. I began with two pieces of information: i) the

initial landscape that defines the vegetative cover for each land unit in the study area and

ii) species life history characteristics for the Northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys

sabrinus). In the first step of the analysis, I used the wildlife population simulation model

PATCH to create a data set of 20 simulation runs on each of 60 randomly selected

landscapes. The result of each simulation was framed as a dichotomous 0/1 variable, if

the species population was non-zero at the end of 100 years the simulation was a success

(Y= 1), if the population went extinct a failure was recorded (Y=0). I then used logit

regression analysis to relate each simulation result to a landscape weighted score that

includes consideration of the quality and quantity of habitat in each individual wildlife

territory weighted by the quality and quantity of habitat in the territory's neighborhood.

These steps were taken to simplify the process of searching for good solutions to the land

management problem. Once identified, I used the weighted score metric as a proxy for

the wildlife population simulations as a constraint to the search for optimal timber harvest

regimes. Forest stand activities were restricted to prescriptions that maximized the NPV

return (clear-cut and regenerate into coniferous forests) and prescriptions that improved

habitat for the squirrel (wildlife thins that reduce the time for stands to reach older forest

structure characteristics). I developed harvest schedules that maximize the NPV from

timber harvest activities subject to an established wildlife constraint using a simulated

annealing algorithm. I saved two solutions for each constraint setting and then, returning

to the wildlife population simulation model, ran simulations to predict likelihood of

species persistence for each. By repeating the analysis for various levels of the wildlife

goal, I traced out a production possibility frontier showing the bounds on the set of

feasible combinations of species persistence and timber harvest value.

12



Figure 1. Integrated Model Components
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Results from these simulations were compared to a simple wildlife habitat reserve

system. For the reserve system I identified a contiguous block of high quality wildlife

habitat on the study landscape. This block of habitat was reserved from all timber harvest

activities. The remaining non-reserved forestland was managed to maximize the net

present value from timber harvest. Wildlife population simulations were run in the

PATCH model on the resulting landscapes. The net present value from timber harvest

and the likelihood of species persistence were identified. I then compared these solutions

with the results from my simulated annealing algorithm to identify the quality of my

methodology compared to a simple reserve framework.

While the analytical framework was general, some elements of the analysis were

necessarily specific to the landscape and the species that were the subject of study. In this

case, the study areas were two separate 10,000 hectare landscapes selected from a 1.2

million hectare GIS image developed by Cohen et al. (2000) of the central Cascade

region in Oregon that includes the Willamette National Forest and privately owned forest

and agricultural land. I modeled a wildlife species that was parameterized to represent the

Northern flying squirrel. The squirrel is a relatively short-lived species with high

fecundity and preference for older coniferous forests.

I imposed none of the standard harvest activity constraints on the scheduling

problem such as minimum clear-cut size and green up requirements and assumed that all

timber was accessible with the necessary road links in place. Often, these activity

constraints are imposed to address wildlife considerations while I was considering

wildlife habitat preferences directly through the wildlife habitat goal. Imposing these

types of constraints could complicate the problem and may cloud the relationship I was

trying to explore, and can only reduce the net-present-value of the solution. Additionally,

I have not considered major stochastic events such as drought, wildfire, and disease

outbreaks. Such events could be included in this methodology, however, accurate

temporal and spatial modeling of these events was beyond the scope of this study.



Species Population Simulation Model

I used a spatially explicit life history simulator called PATCH (a Program to

Assist in Tracking Critical Habitat) (Schumaker 1998) to simulate the trajectory of a

species population over time on a particular landscape. PATCH reads GIS imagery

describing the landscape and uses the data to link species' life history attributes and

habitat preferences to the quality and distribution of habitats throughout the landscape.

The PATCH model breaks species' life histories into three distinct components. Vital

rates (survival and reproduction) determine the growth rate of a species, and are entered

into the model using a population projection matrix (Caswell 1989). Habitat preferences

describe an organism's use of habitat. Lastly, movement behavior governs a species'

ability to navigate a landscape in search of high quality habitat. This approach allows

PATCH to link its projections of population persistence to changes in landscape pattern,

habitat quality, and habitat connectivity. Landscape pattern strongly controls the

distribution of suitable breeding sites (and those ill suited for breeding), while habitat

quality determines what survival and reproduction rate the individuals occupying these

sites will experience. Habitat connectivity influences the ability of individuals to locate

high quality habitat, which influences an individual's fitness as well as the ability of the

species to re-colonize parts of the landscape that have experienced local extinction

(Schurnaker personal communications (2000)).

PATCH includes modules that quantify a series of landscape pattern metrics for a

given GIS image. Different metrics may be calculated for individual wildlife territories

as well as for the landscape as a whole. These data may be examined to identify if a

particular pattern metric may be used as a predictor of ecological success.

PATCH includes probabilistic demographic and environmental elements so that it

is a probabilistic rather than a deterministic simulation model. Multiple simulations may

be run to generate a distribution of likely outcomes for a landscape. A series of

landscapes may be entered into the PATCH model to represent the progression of a

landscape through time resulting from timber management activities and forest growth.

15
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PATCH species simulations may then be conducted on this changing landscape to

identify how the population reacted to the changes on the landscape from the prescribed

activities.

Study Area

Mature and old-growth dominated forests of the Pacific Northwest have been at

the center of the controversy concerning the most beneficial use of the United States

public lands. These lands have high commodity and non-commodity value as well as

serving important ecological functions. Much of the old-growth forest on public lands

are not under a congressional or administrative protected designation, such as the

wilderness act. The high value as well as competing nature of commodity production and

ecological function on these lands provides an ideal setting for the analysis conducted in

this study.

A portion of the GIS data set of Western Oregon, developed by Cohen et al.

(2000) was used as the study area. The data set represents the age and structure image in

1988 of a 1.2 million hectare (3 million acre) piece of the larger Western Oregon image

(see Figure 2 for a map of the study area). This landscape was similar to the one

described in Cohen et al. (1995) and included a portion of the Central Oregon Cascades

including most of the Willamette National Forest. The newer image has a more detailed

breakdown of the age of coniferous forestland than the previous image. Coniferous

forests are classified in 20-year increments, and individual pixels in the image are 25

meters by 25 meters. The area is under multiple ownership including non-industrial

private lands, industrial timberlands, and public ownership including land managed by

the State of Oregon, USD1 Bureau of Land management and USDA Forest Service. In

1988, seventy-six percent of the study area was in forestland, with 42 percent of the

forestland in a mature or old-growth condition. Fifty-three percent of the study area is in

federal ownership including most of the Willamette National Forest (45 percent of the

study area). Approximately 10 percent of the total forestland in the study area is reserved

from harvest activities by congressional and administrative mandates.



Figure 2. Map of Western Oregon (Dark Border Encompasses Study Area)
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Wildlife Species Description

I chose to examine the tradeoff relationship between local population survival of

the Northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus) and the net present value from timber

harvest operations over a 100 year planning horizon. I chose the northern flying squirrel

(squirrel from here on) for the following reasons:

I) The squirrel has habitat preference for older coniferous forests. Therefore, it

is likely that the habitat goals for the squirrel and the net present value of timber harvest

will conflict at some level of timber harvest.

The squirrel's maximum dispersal distance is relatively small (4.8 km) Witt

(1992). Therefore, it is likely that the local spatial arrangement of habitat is important in

defining population success.

I defined the squirrel's territory size to be 5.6 hectares. This was a necessary

approximation of the estimated average territory size of 4.2 hectares defined in Witt

(1992). This approximation was necessary to conform to the PATCH model. Harvest

units were defined 1 for 1 with these wildlife territories thus reducing the data

management problem.

Interest in the squirrel has increase dramatically in the last few years due to its

role as the primary prey species of the Northern Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis) (Verts

and Carraway (1998)).

The PATCH model requires the identification of three types of data for

parameterization of a wildlife species; vital rates, habitat preferences, and movement

behavior. The vital rates are typically presented in matrix form known as the Leslie

matrix. The individual columns in the Leslie matrix represent the different age classes of

the animal. The first row in the matrix identifies the fecundity for each age class while

the subsequent rows represent the probability of survival into the next age class. The

necessary species parameters for the PATCH model were from Witt (1992) and personal

communications with Schumaker (2000). The maximum dispersal distance for the

squirrel was estimated at 4.8 kilometers. The Leslie matrix and habitat preference

18
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rankings for the squirrel are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Other necessary species

parameters for the PATCH model are described in Appendix A.

Table 1. Leslie Matrix for the Northern Flying Squirrel

Table 2. Squirrel Habitat Preferences

Juveniles Adults

Fecundity 0.0 2.5

Mortality 0.5 0.5

Habitat Class Score

Semi-closed mixed species 4

Semi-closed conifer 4

Closed mixed species 4

0-19 yr conifer forest 4

20-3 9 yr conifer forest 7

40-5 9 yr conifer forest 7

60-79 yr conifer forest 8

80-99 yr conifer forest 9

100-119 yr conifer forest 9

120-139 yr conifer forest 9

140-159 yr conifer forest 9

160-179 yr conifer forest 9

180-199 yr conifer forest 9

200+ yr conifer forest 10



Identification of the Wildlife Habitat Proxy

PATCH is a very detailed model that takes a long time to run (a full set of 100

simulations of 100 years on a series of 10 images takes approximately 3 minutes on a

Pentium 800 with 128 MB of RAM). Since millions of iterations were conducted within

the simulated annealing algorithm, direct optimization of the PATCH model was

prohibitive. Therefore, there was utility in attempting to find an easily calculated index

that correlates well with simulation results and can serve as a proxy for PATCH in the

optimization algorithm. I attempted to develop a general framework for identifying this

proxy, or wildlife habitat constraint, that strongly predicted the likelihood of population

success but was simple enough to be used within an optimization algorithm. I used

regression analysis to identify a functional form for the proxy variable that had high

predictive power of PATCH outcomes. The methodology developed to identify the

proxy represents experience drawn from extensive PATCH simulation work as well as

personal communications with Nathan Schumaker (1998-2000), the author of the

PATCH model.

The production possibility frontier concept encompasses a feasible set of outputs.

In this case I examined the relationship between two competing resources, the likelihood

of persistence of a wildlife species with preference for older forests and the net present

value of timber harvest. Marcot and Murphy (1996) state:

The probability of continued existence can be estimated by various
qualitative and quantitative means and can refer to: the likelihood of
global or local extinction of target taxa; the probability of population sizes
dropping below low, but non-zero, thresholds (that is quasiextinction); the
length of time to extinction; the likely duration that populations can exist
above quasiextinction levels; the likelihood that populations will remain
spatially well-distributed; as well as numerous other measures that
consider demographic and genetic bottlenecks, population recovery, and
habitat viability.

20

PATCH is a probabilistic model. Therefore, I defined the likelihood of species

persistence on a landscape as the percentage of a set of multiple simulation runs when
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individuals from the population exist on the landscape at the end of a 100 year

simulation.

I ran 20 PATCH simulations for the squirrel on each of 60 randomly selected

landscapes (1200 individual data points) from the larger Central Oregon Cascades image.

I randomly selected these landscapes to assure squirrel population success was examined

over a wide range of habitat quantity and configurations. The amount of the landscape

that qualified as habitat on the 60 images ranged from 13 to 84 percent of the landscape.

The area to edge ratio, a general measure of the dumpiness of the habitat, ranged from

.76 to 3.26 pixels per unit edge of habitat. For each simulation I recorded whether any

individuals remained on the landscape at the termination of the 100 planning period. I

defined a success (y= 1) if individuals remained on the landscape and a failure (y=0) if the

population went extinct. Thus the dependent variable was a 0/1 dichotomous variable.

The logistic regression model was specifically developed for dichotomous

dependent variables. The logistic model has been applied in such fields as wildlife

population biology, pest outbreak, epidemiology, and health sciences. McCarthy et al.

(1995) applied the logistic model to evaluate the importance of wildlife simulation model

parameters that influence the risks of extinction. Griffith et al. (1989) applied the logistic

model to determine factors that influence the likelihood of success of releasing captive

animals into the wild. Gumpertz et al. (2000) applied a marginal logistic model to

describe the probability of Southern pine beetle outbreak.

The general logistic regression model is of the form:

Prob(y1=1) = Prob(Z1 > 0) = F(Z) = exp(Z1) / (1+ exp(Z1)) +

Z1=/l+fl1X1+...+1811X1



(3)
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(Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989). Logistic model parameters are typically estimated

using the method of maximum likelihood. The likelihood function is:

N
LogL('/l) = z1 log(1-F(-x,' fi)) + (1 - z) log F(-x1' fi)

1=1

PATCH provides detailed statistics on each individual territory. Since I defined

management units to be equivalent to wildlife territories it made sense to develop the
habitat constraint from some aggregate measure of the quality of the individual wildlife

territories. The formulation of the habitat constraint should recognize the importance of

the quantity of high quality habitat as well as the spatial configuration of the habitat on

the landscape. The squirrel has a relatively small maximum dispersal distance (4.8 km)

Therefore, it was reasonable to expect that habitat connectivity would be an important
predictor of species success. To develop the habitat constraint, I began with the

assumption that the amount of high quality wildlife habitat in an individual territory, as

well as the location of the territory on the landscape, were important predictors of the

contribution of the territory to the long-term persistence of the species. If a sufficient
number of high quality territories existed on a landscape, that were accessible to the

wildlife species, the likelihood of species persistence on the landscape should be high. I

developed a general methodology to determine a habitat constraint for the optimization

algorithm that was based on the quality of habitat in an individual territory as well as the

quality of the habitat in the territories in the immediate neighborhood of the reference
territory.

I developed and tested several different functional forms for the habitat constraint.

A significant consideration in creating the functional form was how the constraint would

be effected by prescribed timber management activities. The constraint was formulated

as an aggregation of the quality of the individual territories weighted by the quality of the

neighborhood in which they exist. If a reference territory was harvested the quality of the

habitat was significantly reduced and therefore, so was the direct contribution of this
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territory to species persistence on the landscape. The contribution of the reference

territory to the quality of the territories in its neighborhood was also reduced. It was

expected that the contribution of the reference territory to the quality of its neighbors

would decrease as the distance from the neighbor to the reference territory was increased.

PATCH quantifies the quality of an individual territory by assessing the

territory's expected source-sink behavior, referred to as the territory's lambda value (X).

This lambda value is a weighted measure of the amount and quality of the individual

pixels of habitat within the hexagonal territory scaled by the dominant eigenvalue of the

wildlife specie's Leslie population matrix. If a linear interpolation function is assumed

for survival and reproductive rates within the PATCH model, the territory's lambda value

can be calculated as follows:

K (4)

A.1= L *(njk*Hpjk)

Where 2L is the dominant eignevalue from the Leslie matrix for the study wildlife species

(Table 1), K is the number of different habitat classes, flik is the number of pixels in

territory i of habitat class k, and HPIk is the habitat preference score for habitat class k

(Table 2).

Preliminary research with the PATCH model showed that the size of a territory's

lambda value was often closely related to the productivity of the site. Hanski and

Ovaskainen (2000) used an eigenvalue approach to analyze the contribution of individual

habitat patches to the metapopulation capacity of a network of patches for a spatially

realistic model. Metapopulation persistence capacity and invasion capacity were defined

"as the leading eigenvalue or a comparable quantity of an appropriate 'landscape'

matrix".

I defined a reference territory's lambda value as and the lambda values of those

territories 1 nearest neighbor distance away as X1, those 2 nearest neighbor distance away
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as 22, and those r steps away as Xr (see Figure 3). The logit regression model was then
defined as:

S 6 S 12 S r*6
Z = 13o+ Ii >(LoY* Aasi'') + +. + 13r

(X0Y * Xzsr'') (5)
s=1 a=1 s=1 b1 s=1 z1

where X is as described in (4), S is the number of territories used to score the landscape,

and the subscripts 1,2,.. . r represent the number of nearest neighbor distance removed

from the reference site, and could be based on the maximum dispersal range of the
animal. A fr significantly different from 0 implies that territories r radii removed from a

reference territory should be considered when assessing the contribution of the reference

territory to the persistence of the species on the landscape. While y identifies a relative

weight for each unit; a higher y places more weight on higher scoring territories.

Figure 3. Representative Portion of a Territory Map.
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Preliminary work with the PATCH model showed that if there were a sufficient

number of very high quality territories on a landscape, species persistence was highly

likely. Including consideration of the middle and lower quality territories did not seem to

increase my ability to predict persistence. Therefore, I developed logistic regression

models where the independent variables (weighted neighborhood scores) were calculated

by aggregating only the best scoring sites (S=50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 250, 500, 1000). The

best scoring sites were approximately identified by ranking the sites based on the first

neighborhood weighted score (Xø*Xai). I set y at several different integer levels prior to

the regression to identify a high quality fit. Regression analysis was conducted in S-Plus

4.0 (MathSort 1997).

By transforming the logistic model the estimated probability of persistence on a

static landscape j can be defined as:

pj = exp(Z)/ (1+ exp(Z)) (6)

where Z is the set of independent variables for landscape j, as in Equation (5). The

proxy was derived using 100-year PATCH simulations on landscapes that did not change

over time. Therefore its value can be interpreted as the likelihood of species persistence

for 100 years on an unchanging landscape. However, over the planning horizon, the

landscape changes over time as timber grew and was harvested. To evaluate the changing

landscape the proxy was computed for each 1 0-year stage in the planning horizon.

Dropping the subscript that referenced the landscape, the habitat goal was then defined

as:

9

Habitat Constraint = fl (p,ioo)' >C
ii=0

This cumulative probability was not equivalent to the probability of persistence on the

dynamic landscape, however I expected that they should be closely related. The results

for 10-year simulations within the PATCH model were highly dependent on the initial

condition. By allowing the simulations to proceed for 100 years a more accurate

(7)
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representation of the quality of the landscape for the squirrel was identified. Therefore, I

made the assumption that the tenth root of the probability of persistence in 100 years was

a rough indicator of the probability of persistence in a 10-year period and the contribution

of this landscape to the probability of persistence in future decades.

I attempted to measure a dynamic variable, the probability of species persistence

on a changing landscape, with results derived from analysis of static landscapes.

However, by building the habitat goal as a cumulative probability of persistence in each

time period, dynamic interactions of altering the landscape in a given time period were

considered across time. I preferred the 100-year static probability to the corresponding

10-year static probability because the squirrel has preference for older coniferous habitat

and these forest characteristics take a significant time to develop. Therefore, it is unlikely

that the species could rapidly recover from a low level since it is very unlikely that a bad

landscape could be followed by a very good landscape.

Logistic Results

Regression results for several possible model specifications are shown in Tables 3

through 5. The models vary in the following ways:

the number of neighborhood rings considered,

the value of the exponent y, and

the number of top scoring territories considered.

The quality of model fit was assessed by examining the residual deviance (D), and

parameter significance was assessed by the Wald test statistic. Residual deviance in the

logit model is analogous to the residual sum of squares in the linear regression model.

The lower the residual deviance the better the model fit. It is calculated as follows:

D = d(w3, mI)2

Where,



d(w, ml) = ±{2[wjhi(w/mj*pmIj) + (m-w)ln((m-w)/ mj(1_pmlj))J}.5

where the sign is the same as the sign of(wjmj*pm.,). For covariate patterns with wj=0

d(w, pml3) - /(2 mJln(l- pUhl)J)

and the deviance residual when wj =m, is

d(w, mI)
- /(2 mjlln(pmhj)I)

Where j is the number of distinct values of the independent variables, m is the number of

subjects with distinct independent variables, w is the number of observed successes for a

given set of independent variables, and pm is the maximum likelihood estimate of p

(Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989). In this study, j identified the different landscapes

(j=1,2. . .,60), m equaled 20 for all j (20 simulations runs for each landscape), and wj was

a number between 0 and 20 equal to the number of PATCH simulations with a non-0

ending population on landscape j. Additional measures of fit based on comparisons

between the model estimated probability of persistence versus observed probability of

persistence were estimated. The model estimated probability of persistence was

recovered from Equations (5) and (6) for each of the model specifications. The

correlation between the model estimated and the observed probabilities of persistence

were calculated for each model specification. In simulation models such as this, a

common statistical measure of fit is the root-mean-square (rms) simulation error,

Pyndyck and Rubinfeld (1981). The rms error is a measure of the deviation between the

estimated variable and the observed variable. The error is defined for a variable pj as:

rms error = '.1 (1/J * (pe pa)2)

where pe is the model estimated value of a is the actual value. For this model pCj
pm p is the percentage of observed success of the 20 simulation runs within the

PATCH model, and j references the landscape (J=60). The root mean square error was

reported for each model specification.

27



Table 3. Selected Logit Results (Wald statistic in parenthesis)

Table 4. Selected Logit Results (Wald statistic in parenthesis)

28

Regression #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
Intercept -5.7 (-11.7) -6.7(-14.6) -3.1(-8.3) -5.7(-16.8) -5.4(-16.9) -5.1(-17)
All 1 .0034(3.5)
All 2 -.012(-1.1)
All 3 -.0002(-.3)
All 12 .0016(3.1)
All 22 .0010(1.5)
All 32

-.00l0(-3.4)
All i .0012(3.9) .0012(4.7) .0005(13.8)
All 2 -.0025(-7.5) -.0005(-2.9) .00027(13)
All 33

.00087(8.2)
Resid. Dev 985.8 884.0 752.6 833.1 841.7 855.6
Correlation .563 .699 .855 .762 .783 .756
RMS .21 .24 .21 .22 .16 .17

Regression #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13
Intercept -27.1(-13.9) -14.8(-15.0) -10.7(-15.1) -10.7(-15.2) -11.0(-15.6) -11.9(-15.2) -11.9(45.3)
ToplOO 1 .023(7.2)
ToplOO 2 .0016(1.2)
Top 100_12 .0060(5.4)

.0014(2.4)ToplOO 22
ToplOO i3 .0015 (2.0) .0019(3.9) .0034(14.8)
ToplOO 2 .00 17 (1.6) .00096(3.4)
ToplOO 33

-.00037(-.7)
TopSO i3 .0027(3.5) .0064(14.5)$
TopSO 2 .0026(5.9)
Resid. Dev 667.8 663.4 659.9 660.3 672.4 641.6 677.0
Correlation .947 .947 .948 .948 .933 .956 .912
RMS .11 .084 .085 .082 .094 .076 .10



Table 5. Selected Logit Results (Wald statistic in parenthesis)
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For all specifications it appeared that only the neighborhoods within the first 2

radii were significant descriptors of population success with the exception of the

specification that considered all of the sites. However, some of the coefficients for

specifications that considered all sites and the top 1000 sites (S=1000) had unexpected

negative signs (see regression #'s 1-4, and #17). Upon further examination, it appeared

that high multicollinearity of the independent variables produced these peculiar results

for these specifications, see Table 6 for correlation coefficients. These high levels of

multicollinearity were primarily a result of the aggregation of the scores for all sites on a

landscape. The weighted scores for different neighborhood radii, measured at the

individual site level, showed a moderate level of variation. However, when all of the

sites on a landscape were summed to create an aggregate measure, the variation between

the different radii's neighborhood scores at the landscape level was significantly reduced.

As S (the number of high scoring sites used to identify the neighborhood scores for a

territory) was reduced the variation between the neighborhood scores of different radii at

the landscape level increased and the counterintuitive negative signs within the regression

equations disappeared. Additionally, as S was reduced the explanatory power of the logit

regressions increased.

Regression #14 #15 #16 #17
Intercept -1O.0(-15.4) -9.0 (-15.7) -7.0 (-16.1) -5.8 (-16.9)
Topl5O i3 .0014 (3.5)
Top150 2 .00060(2.5
Top250 i3 .00098(3.3
Top250 2 .00031 (1.8
TopSOO i .00059 (2.5
TopSOO 2 .000 13 (.89
Topl000 i3 .0011(4.0)
Topl000 2 -.00034 (-2.1)
Resid. Dev 668.8 692.8 761.3 829.6
Correlation .947 .932 .870 .795
RMS .085 .092 .125 .159



Table 6. Selected Correlation Results of Independent Variables
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The equation for S-50 (considering only the top 50 best scoring sites) was the

best predictor over a broad range of landscapes (regression #12). The quality of fit

declined slowly as S was increased. The variable for the weighted score of those

territories 3 radii removed (r=3) from the reference territory was insignificant for all

regressions including only the top scoring sites. The best fit of y for the regression

including only the best scoring sites occurred for y=3. Within the simulated annealing

algorithm, the top scoring sites were identified using the weights from the logit regression

models. I examined constraint formulations based on S=50 and S=100 on the two study

landscapes. But as I note later, on the more disturbed landscape (the low quality

landscape), using constraint formulations based on S=150, 250, and 500 were required to

identify solutions with high levels of species persistence. The 100 year static observed

probability of persistence within the PATCH model and the estimated probability of

persistence from the logit regression for the 60 sample landscapes are presented

graphically in Figures 4 and 5.

To identify the production possibility set for the landscapes I examined different

constraint levels (C), and different constraint formulations (the number of best scoring

sites considered, S). I stressed a general method that could be applied to a variety of

landscapes and a variety of harvest values and species persistence levels. However, it

was likely that the best neighborhood weighting factors as well as the number of high

quality sights that should be considered in an optimization framework were both

landscape specific and specific to the desired level of species persistence. I examined

several different constraint formulations considering different numbers of high quality

sites. Differences in the level of the constraint should result in differences in species

survival for the same habitat formulation. Additionally, for a given constraint level I

ALL1 ALL2 ALL3
ALL1 1.00 .998 .994
ALL2 .998 1.00 .999
ALL3 .994 .998 1.00
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expected that constraint formulations that included more sites would result in higher

levels of species survival (more high scoring sites were required on a landscape to reach

the same level of the constraint for formulations with larger numbers of sites).

Figure 4. Observed Versus Predicted Probability of Persistence (S = 50, 60
observations in the logit data set)
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Figure 5. Observed Versus Predicted Probability of Persistence (S = 100,
60 observations in the logit data set)
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Regression Model Confirmation

To confirm the accuracy of the regression results, an additional 30 randomly

selected landscapes were identified from the larger image. Twenty (20) simulations were

run for each landscape and those variables identified as the proxy for PATCH simulations

were calculated. The probability of persistence for each of these landscapes was

calculated using the regression equation identified from the original 60 landscape data set

as in Equations (5) and (6). The estimated probability of persistence was identified from

these equations and the results were compared to PATCH simulation observations to

determine if the regression results fit data generated outside the original data set. The

correlation between the PATCH observed and estimated logit regression probabilities of

persistence and the root mean square errors for different values of S, the number of high

scoring sites, are reported in Table 7. As S was increased the correlation between

observed and estimated persistence dropped and the root mean squared errors increased.

These results were consistent with those developed in the original data set, and gives

credence to the regression results. PATCH model observed versus model estimated

probabilities of persistence are presented graphically in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 7. Out of Sample Correlation and Root Mean Square Errors.
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S Correlation Root Mean Square Error
50 .956 .076
100 .948 .082
150 .902 .145
25 .834 .192

500 .770 .229



Figure 6. Observed Versus Predicted Probability of Persistence (S = 50,
30 observations not in the logit data set)
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Figure 7. Observed Versus Predicted Probability of Persistence (S = 100
30 observations not in the logit data set)
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Chosen Study Landscapes

For the optimization, two different 10,000 ha landscapes were selected from the

larger data set of 60 landscapes used in the logit regression model. These landscapes

were chosen to represent a high quality landscape with a large amount of high quality

habitat and high species persistence, and a low quality landscape with significantly less

high quality habitat and a relatively low, but non-0, level of species persistence. PATCH

simulation runs on the high quality landscape produced an observed probability of

persistence of .85 with an estimated probability of persistence from the logit model of .86

using the top 50 scoring sites and .87 using the top 100 scoring sites. Solutions from the

low quality landscape produced an observed probability of persistence of .25 with an

estimated probability of persistence from the logit model of .30 using the top 50 and top

100 scoring sites. 81 percent of the high quality landscape was in some type of

coniferous forests with 41 percent in habitat classes represented by coniferous forests

greater than 80 years old. 72 percent of the low quality landscape was in some type of

coniferous forests with 32 percent of the landscape in habitat classes represented by

coniferous forests greater than 80 years old. A map identifying the best 50 scoring sites

and the sites scoring from 5 1-100 for the high quality and low quality landscapes are

presented in Figures 8 and 9. Not surprisingly, Figures 8 and 9 show that the best scoring

territories were more clumped on the high quality landscape.
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Figure 8. Top Scoring Sites on High Quality Landscape (darker shade sites
scoring in the top 50 of all sites, lighter shade = sites scoring from 51 - 100)
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Figure 9. Top Scoring Sites on High Quality Landscape (darker shade = sites
scoring in the top 50 of all sites, lighter shade = sites scoring from 51 - 100)
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Timber Management Prescription Alternatives

I defined harvest units to correspond one to one with wildlife territories used in

the species population simulation module. Each unit was defined as a 5.6-hectare (13.9

acres) hexagon composed of 90 25mx25m (.0625 ha) pixels. In this GIS image, forest-

land was classified into semi-closed conifer dominant, hardwood dominant, and mixed as

well as closed conifer dominant, hardwood dominant, and mixed. The closed conifer

forest type was further divided into 20-year age classes. In the study, I modeled timber

management activities occurring once each decade for a 100-year simulation period.

Every second decade, units that had not been harvested in the current or previous period

were advanced one age class. I classified all stands as Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menzesii)

site index 90 (Brodie personal communications 1998). This was a conservative estimate

of the site quality in the region. Timber stand growth and harvest yield tables were

developed within ORGANON (Hann (2000)).

Prescription alternatives were developed with consideration of financial returns

from timber harvest and wildlife species habitat preferences. Alternatives were restricted

to prescriptions that could be differentiated in terms of the progression of the vegetative

cover types and species habitat preferences within the GIS data image and the PATCH

model. The prescriptions were classified into three categories:

clear-cut and regenerate,

wildlife habitat thins, and

no action.

The clear-cut prescription alternatives maximized the net present value of timber harvest

and were defined as clear-cut all coniferous pixels >20 years of age in a harvest unit and

regenerating the stand into coniferous forests. Wildlife thinning prescriptions were

established to reduce the time stands spend in early seral stages, creating older forest

characteristics in less time than natural stand progression and recover some financial

returns from timber harvest, similar to that described in Lippke et al. (1996). A no action

alternative was included as a prescription alternative to maintain units that are currently

valuable to the wildlife species. To run ORGANON an initial tree list characterizing a 15
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year old stand was required. This tree list was developed by editing several

representative tree lists from the most recent unpublished FIA database. Limited yield

data exist for managed older stands, therefore, ORGANON uses interpolation functions

to estimate harvest yields for all stands older than 120 years. Wildlife thins were defined

only for stands >60 years old and less than 160 years old. The thinning prescription was

to remove all but the 40 largest trees in each pixel that meets the age requirement. I

assumed that reducing tree density to 40 trees per acre reduces the time to create

functional old growth characteristics to 30 years from the time of cutting (Lippke (2000)

personal communications). ORGANON yield tables are presented in Appendix B 1-6.

Economic Assumptions

Projected stumpage prices were taken from the most recent Timber Assessment

and Market Model (TAMM) runs and are presented in Table 8, Adams personal

communication (2000). A discount rate of 4% was assumed for calculation of the net

present value from timber harvest, consistent with Forest Service guidelines developed by

Row et al. (1981). Stumpage price for wildlife thins were assumed to be 90% of the

original stumpage price to represent the additional harvest cost to conduct thinning

operations over clear cut costs. Site preparation costs were estimated at $428 per hectare

and planting and tree costs were estimated at $312 per hectare (Schillinger (1999)).

Ending values were calculated for all stands. The ending value was calculated by

assessing the net present value of each stand at the terminal time period assuming the

stand would be managed to maximize the net present value of timber revenue from that

point forward.

Table 8. Stumpage price projections ($1999 per inbfscribner)

Year 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090

Price 403 400 480 428 425 417 417 417 417 417



Simulated Annealing Algorithm

The objective of the study was to trace out the production possibility frontier

showing the maximum feasible combinations of species persistence likelihood and timber

harvest value. Because the decision space grows exponentially with the number of land

units and the time periods included in the analysis, I used heuristic algorithms to find

good, though not necessarily optimal, solutions to the problem. Therefore, the results that

were found were expected to be close to, but not necessarily on, the production

possibility frontier.

Heuristic optimization techniques have been applied to problems where complete

enumeration of the solution space is unrealistic due to the size of the problem and where

traditional integer programming methods such as branch and bound are computationally

prohibitive. I used simulated annealing (SA) in this analysis. SA is relatively simple to

implement, computationally efficient, and produces solutions that compare well with

those obtained using other heuristics (Murray and Church (1995) and Gendreau et al.

(1994)). Boston and Bettinger (1999) showed SA outperformed tabu search in 3 out of 4

forest planning problems in less computing time (approximately 2 minutes vs. 6 minutes)

and outperformed Monte Carlo Integer Programming in all 4 problems with comparable

computing time. Sharer (1999) found that SA outperformed simple tabu search in a forest

planning problem in significantly less time (12 minutes versus 303 minutes).

Simulated annealing was developed to mimic the process of cooling a metal from

a liquid to a stable solid state in a water bath, known as annealing (Reeves, 1993).

Simulated annealing uses a stochastic acceptance criterion to allow non-improving swaps

to enter the solution space to avoid becoming trapped in a local maximum. The

acceptance criterion is based on analyst specified temperature parameter and cooling
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The SA algorithm started by assigning a no-harvest prescription to all

management units. Then a randomly selecting an individual harvest unit and randomly

39

schedule. A typical simulated annealing acceptance criterion is as follows:

If AObj >0 Accept swap

Else If AObj<0 Accept if: eobjm1 > Rand(0,l)

where, Obj is the change in the solutions objective function, Temp is the simulated

annealing temperature parameter, and Rand(O, 1) is a random number between 0 and 1.

Initially, the temperature parameter is set relatively high so that a large number of non-

improving swaps are accepted, allowing the algorithm to explore a large range of

potential configurations within the solution space. As the temperature parameter is

cooled, based on the cooling schedule, the likelihood of accepting non-improving

solutions is slowly reduced to a very low level and the algorithm concentrates on finding

the optimal solution within the neighborhood where the algorithm has settled.

The objective function in this study was defined as maximizing the net present

value (NPV) return from timber harvest operations subject to a wildlife habitat constraint:

9

Objective = Max (Pricet * Volumet) /
((1j)t*10) + Ending Value (8)

1=0

9

Subject to IT (pt,ioo)1 > C (9)
1=0

where Pricer is the undiscounted stumpage price in decade t, Volumet is the scheduled

harvest volume, i is the discount rate (.04), Ending Value is the net present value of the

land at the terminal time period assuming all stands would be managed to maximize the

net present value of timber revenue, Pt,ioo is the estimated probability of persistence as in

Equation (6) if the landscape were to remain static for 100 years, and C was the level of

the constraint.
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choosing a prescription. If the harvest schedule was feasible for the unit (1/3 of the unit

was conifer forest >40 years old for clear cut harvest, and 1/2 of the unit was conifer

forest >40 years old for wildlife thins), the change in the NPV and habitat constraint were

calculated and temporally saved. Initially, all units were given a schedule that

represented a no harvest alternative. See Figure 10 for a flow chart of my SA algorithm.

If a clear-cut harvest schedule was chosen for a unit, all pixels containing forests >20

years old were assumed to be harvested, the harvest value was calculated, and all

harvested pixels were reclassified in the 0-20 age category. Site preparation and planting

costs were applied for all clear-cut schedules. If a thinning harvest schedule was chosen

thin values were calculated for all pixels between the ages of 60 and 160 years old. The

age class of these pixels were assumed to progress as expected for the next 3 decades

when I assumed that functional old-growth characteristics occurred and these pixels were

advanced to the 200 year + age category. Thinning harvest values were calculated

assuming that stumpage values were 90% of clear-cut values. Additionally, a value

equivalent to the site preparation cost was applied to represent the cost of slash removal

and the additional administrative costs associated with thinning. The change in the

ending value of the unit was calculated at the terminal period (year 100) for thinning and

clear-cut prescriptions. The change in the NPV from applying the new schedule was

assessed and the resulting wildlife habitat constraint was calculated.

The change in the wildlife habitat constraint was calculated by first identifying the

change to the selected unit's estimated lambda value from applying the chosen

prescription (lambda values were used to build units' weighted scores as described in a

previous section of this chapter). The unit's lambda value was calculated for each of the

10 decades in the planning horizon. The weighted score of the chosen unit and the 18

units within the identified neighborhood (6 units 1 radii removed and 12 units 2 radii

removed) were recalculated for each decade based on the chosen unit's new schedule. If

any of the units within the neighborhood qualified as one of the top scoring sites

contributing to the habitat constraint in a decade, the species persistence measure was

recalculated for that decade and the wildlife habitat constraint was recalculated. As

explained in the previous chapter the wildlife constraint was formed as the product of the
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estimated probability of persistence on the static landscape for each decade. If the chosen

unit's new schedule resulted in an increase in the NPV and the wildlife habitat constraint

was met the solution was accepted and all relevant variables were updated to reflect the

change. If the chosen unit's new schedule resulted in a reduction of the NPV and the

habitat constraint was met the SA acceptance criterion was applied. If the wildlife habitat

constraint was not met the solution was rejected as infeasible, a strict constraint.



Figure 10. Simulated Annealing Flow Chart
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Figure 11. Insertion Sort Algorithm Flow Chart
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Because the wildlife habitat constraints depended only the top scoring sites, the

algorithm needed to sort the weighted habitat scores for the territories each decade every

time a new harvest schedule was accepted for an individual site. If a new schedule was

accepted at most 19 scores out of 1,822 had to be resorted for each decade (the chosen

unit, the 6 units 1 radii removed, and the 12 units 2 radii removed). Sorting large lists is a

well-studied problem with several different methods defined to efficiently sort lists.

Most of the simplistic sort methods are quadratic in solution time (N2) while more

sophisticated algorithms reduce solution times to N * log(N), where N is the number of

items to be sorted (Knuth 1998). Insertion sort, an elementary sorting method is often

described by the analogy of sorting cards for a bridge hand: consider the elements one at

a time, inserting each in its proper place among those elements already sorted. For an

unsorted file insertion sort is quadratic in solution time, typically requiring N2/4

comparisons and N2/8 exchanges. However, if the file is almost sorted, insertion sort is

linear. Sedgewick (1988) states: "Insertion sort is the method of choice for 'almost

sorted' files with few inversions: for such files it will outperform even sophisticated

methods." Since at most 19 out of the 1,822 units had changed scores due to the new

schedule, I considered the list to be "almost" sorted and chose to apply an insertion sort

algorithm. Figure 11 is reproduced from Knuth (1998) and shows a basic insertion sort

flowchart and Figure 12 gives sample code (C language) for an insertion sort algorithm



Figure 12. Sample C Code for Insertion Sort

jilt i,j;
float K[N}, value;
for (i=2; i<N; ++i)
{

value=K[iJ;
j=i;
while (KU -1 ]>value)

{

K[j]=K[j-1];
j:=j -1;

}

KU]value;
}

Simulated Annealing Parameterization

The quality of the solutions generated by simulated annealing are dependent on

the analyst specified parameters: the initial and final temperature, the cooling schedule or

the rate of temperature decrease, and the number of iterations per individual temperature.

Unfortunately, few guidelines exist for the development of these parameters. Therefore,

identification of the appropriate parameters must be conducted on a problem by problem

basis. I tested several different initial and final temperature settings, cooling schedules,

and number of iterations per temperature. The analyst must weigh any improvement in

solution quality against the added time for higher initial and final temperature

differences, slower cooling schedules, and larger numbers of iterations per temperature.

The goal for the programmer is to produce high quality solutions at a reasonable amount

of computational effort. I defined my preferred parameter values as follows:

Initial Temperature = 400,000

Final Temperature = 500

Number of Iterations = 25,000 per temperature

Cooling Schedule = .965 * Previous Temperature

Increasing the temperature difference, slowing the cooling schedule, and or increasing the

number of iterations per temperature from these settings did not appear to improve

solution quality. The SA algorithm was written in C++ language. Solution times were
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dependent on the number of sites considered within the habitat constraint. As the number

of sites included in the constraint increased solution time increased due to the additional

list sorting that was required. Typical solution times ranged from 65 to 95 minutes on a

Pentium 800 Mhz computer with 128 MB of RAM for the top 50 and top 250 site

constraint formulations respectively.



RESULTS

I reported results for the two 10,000 ha landscapes described in the Methods -
Study Landscapes section. I ran the SA algorithm on each landscape maximizing the net

present value (NPV) of timber harvest subject to a range of values for the wildlife habitat

constraint, C, from .20 to .97. Two different formulations of the habitat constraint were

examined for both landscapes, including a constraint based on the aggregate score of the

top 50 scoring sites and one based on the top 100 scoring sites. Additional constraint

formulations including the top 150, 250, and 500 sites were considered for the low

quality landscape. The value of the constraint was set at several different levels for each

of the site number constraints. Once the SA algorithm identified a harvest schedule, the

NPV was recorded and maps were created that represented the progression of the

landscape through time. These maps were reentered into the PATCH model and 100

simulations of 100 years were conducted for the squirrel. I defined the observed

probability of persistence as the percentage of PATCH runs that resulted in a non-zero

ending population. The observed probability of persistence was graphed against the NPV

of timber harvest to establish the production possibility frontiers for both landscapes.

The estimated PPF is the outer envelope of these solutions.

I considered a no harvest alternative where the only change on the landscape

results from timber growth. I also identified a maximum NPV solution using a greedy

algorithm. This greedy algorithm evaluated each harvest prescription on each of the

available harvest units. The harvest prescription that maximized the NPV for each unit

was selected. Finally, I examined results from a simple habitat reserve system. I

developed the habitat reserve system to use as a benchmark for comparison of the

solutions developed in my SA algorithm. Full PATCH simulations (100 simulation of

100 years) were conducted on all three of these plans.

Two solutions were identified for each level and formulation of the habitat

constraint, a total of 16 for the high quality landscape and 28 for the low quality

landscape. Differences in the objective functions (NPV of timber harvest) for these
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solutions were small on both landscapes. The SA algorithm results are presented in

Table 9 (high quality landscape) and Table 10 (low quality landscape). Graphic

representation of the NPV versus the wildlife habitat constraint appear in Figures 13

(high quality landscape) and 14 (low quality landscape). The largest difference in the

NPV of solutions with the same constraint for the high quality landscape occurred for

runs 1-3 and 1-4 with NPVs of $453.2 and $454.2 million representing only a .2 percent

difference in solution values. The largest NPV difference on low quality landscape was

.5%, the difference between $280.4 and $281.7 million (runs 2-il and 2-12).

Table 9. SA Optimization and PATCH Simulation Results for the High Quality
Landscape

Run # OBJ form
(S)

NPV
(million $)

PATCH
Persistence

(%)

Constraint
(C)

1-1 Top 50 427.4 77 .97
1-2 Top 50 427.3 84 .97
1-3 Top 50 453.2 55 .75
1-4 Top 50 454.2 56 .75
1-5 Top 50 459.7 51 .50
1-6 To 50 460.6 49 .50
1-7 Top 50 462.8 26 .32
1-8 Top 50 463.4 31 .32
1-9 Top 100 408.7 96 .96
1-10 Top 100 409.3 98 .96
1-li Top 100 445.0 78 .75
1-12 Top 100 444.3 78 .75
1-13 Top 100 451.6 75 .50
1-14 Top 100 450.8 72 .50
1-15 Top 100 455.8 68 .32
1-16 Top 100 455.0 70 .32
1-17 0 harvest 14.5 100 N.A.
1-18 MaxNPV 476.3 0 N.A.
1-19 Reserve 446.5 64 N.A.



Table 10. SA Optimization and PATCH Simulation Results for the Low Quality
Landscape
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Run # OBJ form
(S)

NPV
(million $)

PATCH
Persistence

Constraint
(C)

2-1 Top 50 275.8 .53 .72
2-2 Top 50 275.8 .53 .72
2-3 Top 50 295.2 .50 .50
2-4 Top 50 295.5 .45 .50
2-5 Top 50 299.9 .39 .40
2-6 Top 50 301.0 .38 .40
2-7 Top 50 307.2 .23 .20
2-8 Top 50 307.1 .26 .20
2-9 Top 100 253.1 .69 .72
2-10 Top 100 253.4 .75 .72
2-11 Top 100 280.4 .62 .50
2-12 Top 100 281.7 .68 .50
2-13 Top 100 286.6 .55 .40
2-14 Top 100 286.7 .61 .40
2-15 Top 100 296.5 .49 .20
2-16 Top 100 296.2 .44 .20
2-17 Top 150 237.8 .77 .72
2-18 Top 150 238.6 .79 .72
2-19 Top 150 267.2 .72 .50
2-20 Top 150 268.2 .70 .50
2-21 Tqp 150 279.8 .51 .32
2-22 Top 150 280.5 .58 .32
2-23 Top 150 288.7 .52 .20
2-24 Top 150 288.9 .51 .20
2-25 Top 250 199.6 .86 .72
2-26 Top 250 238.9 .75 .50
2-27 Top 500 164.6 .90 .74
2-28 Top 500 224.8 .84 .50
2-29 0 harvest 12.2 100 N.A.
2-30 MaX NPV 320.0 0 N.A.
2-31 Reserve 290.6 23 N.A.
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Figure 13. Net Present Value of Timber Harvest Versus Wildlife Habitat Constraint
(High Quality Landscape)
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The habitat constraint appeared to do a good job in identifying differences in the

observed persistence levels for different levels of the same constraint formulation on the

two landscapes. Graphic representation of these results are presented in Figures 15 (high

quality landscape) and 16 (low quality landscape). Significant differences did appear

between the different formulations using the same constraint value. Not surprisingly, the

constraint formulation considering the top 100 sites produced results with a lower NPV

level but a higher level of observed persistence than solutions derived with the same

constraint value using the top 50 site formulation. It also appeared that the same value of

the habitat constraint resulted in reasonably similar levels of persistence across the two

different study landscapes, see Figures 17 (Top 50 site constraint) and 18 (top 100 site

constraint). Observed persistence was identified through full PATCH simulations on the

landscapes determined by the harvest schedules developed within the SA algorithm.

Figure 15. Observed Likelihood of Persistence Versus Wildlife Habitat Constraint
(High Quality Landscape)



Figure 16. Observed Persistence Versus Wildlife Habitat Constraint
(Low Quality Landscape)
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Figure 18. Observed Species Persistence Versus Wildlife Habitat Constraint
(Habitat Constraint Formulation using S = 100)
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By graphing the NPV of these solutions versus the observed persistence the

production possibility set was identified and is presented in Figures 19 (high quality

landscape) and 20 (low quality landscape). The harvest schedules identified by the SA

algorithm resulted in similar NPV for the same habitat constraint but reached these levels

by developing somewhat different habitat configurations on the landscape. Additionally,

some of the variation in observed persistence rates may be due to the stochastic nature of

PATCH model simulation results. I conducted a set of 100 simulations for each

identified solution in an effort to reduce this level of observed variation among different

sets of simulation runs on the same set of solution landscapes.

For the high quality landscape, the no harvest alternative produced a 100%

probability of persistence with a NPV of the standing timber in year 100 calculated at

$14.5 million. The maximum NPV on the high quality landscape was $476 million

resulting in a 0 percent probability of persistence. The simulated annealing algorithm
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was able to identify solutions that ranged from $409 to $463 million in net present value

with all solutions resulting in a non-0 likelihood of persistence on the high quality

landscape. Observed likelihood of species persistence ranged from 26 to 96 percent. The

lowest level of persistence, 26 percent, was associated with the lowest value examined

using the top 50 constraint. The highest persistence identified by the algorithm was 98

percent and was associated with the highest constraint level examined using the top 100

scoring sites. The highest constraint level was set such that the habitat constraint was

equivalent to the habitat score if no harvest occurred on the landscape. A limited number

of units that contributed to the habitat constraint could be harvested in this scenario, since

scheduled wildlife thins improved the wildlife habitat score over the 0-harvest alternative.

The maximum persistence for solutions generated using only the Top 50 scoring sites, not

allowing any net loss in the constraint, were 84 and 77 percent. The highest NPV

solution identified using the SA algorithm produced a harvest value of $463 million with

a 31 percent probability of persistence. The harvest value of $463 million was 97 percent

of the maximum harvest value.

Figure 19. NPV versus Observed Likelihood of Species Persistence (High Quality
Landscape)
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PATCH simulation results from optimizations with constraint formulations

developed from the top 50 and top 100 scoring sites resulted in a maximum observed

persistence rate of .75 for the low quality landscape. Therefore, I examined additional

constraint formulations considering the top 150, 250, and 500 best scoring sites to

determine if the higher levels of species persistence could be attained with the existing

method. The production possibility set for the low quality landscape is presented in

Figure 20. The no harvest alternative again produced a 100% probability of persistence

with the standing timber valued at $12.2 million. The maximum NPV on the low quality

landscape was $320 million, with an observed probability of persistence of 0. Solutions

using the top 50 and top 100 scoring site constraint formulations ranged from $253 to

$307 million in NPV and persistence ranged from 75 to 23 percent respectively for low

quality landscape. Solutions considering the top 150, 250 and 500 were able to identify

solutions with observed survival above the maximum 75% achieved with the top 100

constraint. Solutions developed from the top 50 site constraint were able to identify

solutions close to the maximum harvest value with non-zero probabilities of persistence.

The highest NPV solution was identified using the lowest level of the top 50 constraint

with a net present value $307 million with a 23 percent likelihood of species persistence

(96 percent of the maximum harvest value of $320 million).

Solutions with high levels of persistence (greater than 75 percent) could not be

identified using the top 50 and 100 constraints on the low quality landscape. The reason

for this was twofold. First, the initial quality of the landscape was relatively marginal.

Second, the formulation of the wildlife constraint considered only the Top 50 and Top

100 scoring sites. Solutions developed from the Top 100 scoring sites appeared to

produce very high levels of persistence for a landscape that initially possessed a large

amount of high quality habitat (high quality landscape). By analyzing solutions

developed from formulations using additional high scoring sites (top 150, 250, and 500) I

was able to extend the PPF to higher levels of species persistence. This indicated that

despite the strong relation between observed static persistence and an aggregate measure

of only the very top scoring sites additional sites needed to be incorporated into the

constraint to reach high levels of persistence on this marginal landscapes. Furthermore, it
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is likely that on some very low quality sites the high persistence levels may not be

achieved even when timber harvest is completely restricted.

Figure 20. NPV versus Observed Likelihood of Species Persistence (Low Quality
Landscape)
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Figures 19 and 20 can also be given a marginal opportunity cost interpretation.

For instance, the opportunity cost (the value of output forgone) of increasing the

likelihood of species persistence on high quality landscape from 26 to 84 percent is the

$35.5 million in forgone NPV return (comparing results from runs 1-2 and 1-7). This can

also be presented in terms of the opportunity cost of timber harvest; the opportunity cost

of increasing the NPV of timber harvest from this landscape over 100 years from $427.3

million to $462.8 million is the value of lost certainty of population persistence from 84

to 26 percent. The opportunity cost of increasing the likelihood of species persistence on

the low quality landscape from 26 to 84 percent on the low quality landscape is the $82.4

million in forgone NPV return (comparing results from runs 2-8 and 2-28). This type of
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opportunity cost analysis may indicate that habitat protection for species with preferences

for older forest conditions may best be provided (in terms of minimizing the loss of

timber harvest value) by concentrating on the higher quality habitat and foregoing habitat

protection on lower and mid quality habitat.

Maps identifying the wildlife territories that contribute to the wildlife habitat

constraint for 4 representative solutions on the low quality landscape are presented in

Figures 21 through 24. Those sites identified as the top scoring sites on the static

landscape were strongly represented in these maps. Not surprisingly, there was a strong

emphasis on the clumping of high quality habitat. The smaller blocks of high scoring

sites on the static landscape, observed in Figure 9, were less likely to be present in these

solutions, indicating that these areas were harvested in the early decades of the planning

period. The area with the largest concentration of high scoring sites in all of the

displayed solutions was the area with the largest number of high scoring sites on the

static landscape. For the solutions with S=l 00 there were more than 1 high scoring block

of habitat. More of the high scoring sites identified in Figure 9 were present in the initial

decade for both solutions with the higher constraint value (S =100, C=.5 - Figure 21 and

S = 50, C = .5 - Figure 23) than for the lower constraint value (S = 100, C=.2 - Figure 22

and S = 50, C = .2 - Figure 24). This resulted from territories in the smaller blocks of

high quality habitat being harvested in the first time period to maximize the NPV of

timber returns for the lower constraint (C = .2). These sites were reserved from harvest in

the initial time periods when the habitat constraint was at it lowest level for the higher

constraint (C = .5). Several remote sites were identified for the solution with S=100 and

C=.2 (Figure 22). These sites were scheduled for clear-cut harvest, however, due to the

extensive harvest throughout the landscape they remained as top scoring sites.



Figures 21. Top 100 Scoring Sites in Decades 0, 5, and 9 on the Low Quality
Landscape (Run 2-12 S = 100, C = .5)
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Figures 22. Top 100 Scoring Sites in Decades 0, 5, and 9 on the Low Quality
Landscape (Run 2-16 S = 100, C = .2)
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Figures 23. Top 50 Scoring Sites in Decades 0, 5, and 9 on the Low Quality
Landscape (Run 2-4 S = 50, C = .5)
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Figures 24. Top 50 Scoring Sites in Decades 0, 5, and 9 on the Low Quality
Landscape (Run 2-8 S =50 C = .2)
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Resource Flows

The net present value per decade and the harvest volume per decade of 3

representative solutions are presented in Tables 11 and 12 with graphical presentation in

Figures 25 and 26 for the high quality landscape, and Tables 13 and 14 and Figures 27

and 28 for the low quality landscape. A majority of the NPV and harvest volume

occurred from harvest activities conducted in the current period, year 0. The high harvest

value and volumes were expected due to the large amount of mature forest on the initial

landscapes and the discounting of future harvest values. Furthermore, stands that were

protected for wildlife habitat and had forestland in the 60 to 160-year age classes were

scheduled for thinning activities in decade 0 to recover some harvest value and speed up

the creation of high quality old growth habitat. No harvest activities occurred in year 10

(period 1). This was a result of the imposed structure of forest stand progression. Since

the forest data was segregated into 20-year age classes the stands were aged every other

decade. Therefore, at year 10 no growth has occurred from the initial forest condition,

however, the relative stumpage price was reduced from $403 in year 0 to $270 in year 10

($400 / 1.0410) due to the compounding discount rate. The relatively high harvest

volumes in periods 5 and 6 result from the second scheduled harvest of those stands

scheduled for harvest in year 0.

Table 11. Example Harvest Value Flows, 3 representative solutions from the High
Quality Landscape (million $ NPV)

Table 12. Example Harvest Volume Flows, 3 representative solutions from High
Quality Landscape (1000 mbf scribner)
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Run \ Decade 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 End
1-2 366.9 0 12.2 8.1 5.9 16.5 7.3 .3 .7 .1 9.3
1-6 420.3 0 1.4 1.0 1.8 20.0 7.5 .1 .1 .1 8.3
1-8 423.4 0 .9 .2 2.3 19.5 8.0 0 .1 .1 8.7

Run\Decade 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1-2 910.4 0 55.7 61.4 66.3 279.7 182.5 11.1 38.9 7.6
1-6 1043 0 6.4 7.6 20.2 339.0 187.5 3.7 5.4 8.3
1-8 1051 0 4.1 1.5 25.8 330.5 200.0 1.4 4.8 8.5



Figure 25. Harvest Value per Decade (High Quality Landscape)

Figure 26. Harvest Volume per Decade (High Quality Landscape)
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Table 14. Example Harvest Volume Flows, 3 representative solutions from the Low
Quality Landscape (1000 mbf scribner)

Figure 27. Harvest Value per Decade (Low Quality Landscape)
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Table 13. Example Harvest Value Flows, 3 representative solutions from the Low
Quality Landscape (million $ NPV)

Decade 0 1 2 3 - 4 5 6 7 8 9 End
Run#
2-2 222.4 0 10.3 7.2 5.9 14.5 5.6 .2 .7 .2 8.8
2-4 255.5 0 1.4 4.2 3.7 16.2 5.9 .1 .3 .2 8.7
2-6 264.5 0 .6 1.4 3.5 16.0 6.7 0 .1 .2 7.9

Decade 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Run#
2-2 551.8 0 47.0 64.5 66.3 245.8 140.0 7.4 38.9 15.8
2-4 634.0 0 6.4 31.8 41.6 274.6 147.5 2.6 16.7 15.8
2-6 656.3 0 2.7 10.6 39.3 271.2 167.8 1.1 5.4 19.2

2 3 4 7 10



Figure 28. Harvest Volume per Decade (Low Quality Landscape)
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The decadal components of the wildlife habitat constraint are presented for 3

representative solutions in Tables 15 (high quality landscape) and 16 (low quality

landscape) with graphical representation in Figures 29 (high quality landscape) and 30

(low quality landscape). As explained in the Methods section, these decadal constraints

were the tenth roots of the estimated probabilities of persistence on static landscapes over

100 years. These results show that the largest risk to species persistence comes in the

first three decades with relatively low risk in the later decades. Again, these results were

not unexpected. First, the SA algorithm tries to restrict the highest quality territories

from harvest due to their high contribution to the habitat constraint. The algorithm

typically identified a small set of core areas made up of adjacent high quality territories

(the quality of the territory was dependent on the quality of the neighborhood in which it

resides). Those sites included in the core areas typically ranked at the top of the weighted

score list and therefore were very likely to contribute to attainment of the habitat

constraint. As the quality of the core area was improved through aging and wildlife thin

prescriptions, the quality of the estimated decadal probability of persistence improved.

The jump in estimated persistence rates in year 30 (decade 3) occurs when those units



Figure 29. Contribution to the Habitat Constraint per Decade (High Quality
Landscape)
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that had wildlife thins applied in year 0 progressed to functional old growth

characteristic. Additionally, there was a significant premium on harvesting mature

timber in the initial time period to avoid the discounted values received in later decades.

If a unit with a large amount of high valued timber, which was also high quality wildlife

habitat, was harvested in period 0 it would have required harvesting several high quality

units in later decades to achieve the same NPV.

Table 15. Contribution to the Wildlife Habitat Constraint per Decade, 3
representative solutions from the High Quality Landscape.

Decade 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Run#
1-2 .98 .98 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99
1-4 .90 .90 .95 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99
1-6 .78 .78 .87 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99
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Figure 30. Contribution to the Habitat Constraint per Decade (Low Quality
Landscape)
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Solution Validation with Threshold Accepting

The primary shortcoming of heuristic algorithms is that the quality of the best

solution found is difficult to assess. Psaraftis (1994) identified potential methods to

establish the performance of heuristic algorithm solutions. Some studies have applied

extreme value theory where an extreme value distribution (such as the Weibull) was

empirically fit to a random sample of the best solution values found over multiple runs

and a confidence interval was found for the location parameter (Bettinger et al. 1998,

--+--RUN2-2
-g--RUN 2-4- - RUN2-6
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Table 16. Contribution to the Wildlife Habitat Constraint per Decade, 3
representative solutions from the Low Quality Landscape.

Run\ Decade 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2-2 .87 .87 .95 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99
2-4 .83 .83 .89 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99
2-6 .70 .70 .85 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99
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Boston and Bettinger 1999, and Sharer 1999). A shortcoming of this technique is that the

estimated confidence interval for the location parameter is assumed "a priori" to contain

the optima, and this is what was to be inferred in the first place. Other studies have used

traditional optimization techniques to identify the true global optimum of the planning

problem, and then compare this solution to a set of solutions identified using the heuristic

algorithm (Murray and Church 1995, Csuti et al. 1997, Boston and Bettinger 1999).

However, because the integer program in this paper contained thousands of decision

variables, traditional algorithms such as branch-and-bound were computationally

intractable.

To validate the quality of my solutions, I compared the solutions identified by the

SA algorithm with solutions derived from an alternative heuristic technique, threshold

accepting. The structure of threshold accepting (TA) is very similar to that of SA with

the essential difference in the rule used to determine if inferior solutions should be

accepted. SA uses a probabilistic rule to accept inferior solutions whereas TA accepts all

solutions that are "not much worse" than previous solutions (Dueck and Scheuer 1990).

For TA algorithms a threshold sequence must be developed. The threshold determines

how large the difference between the current solution and the new solution can be and

still be accepted. The threshold sequence decreases until, near the end of the algorithm,

only improving schedules are accepted. Dueck and Scheuer (1990) stated that the quality

of TA solutions was relatively insensitive to the choice of the threshold sequence and

showed that TA outperforms SA on a 442 city travelling salesman problem. For this

comparison I used the threshold sequence described in Dueck and Scheuer (1990). I

iterated 150,000 times on each of 30 threshold levels (this made the number of iterations

for the SA and TA algorithms similar). I identified 2 solutions for each of the top 100

constraint formulations on each landscape. The SA algorithm outperformed the TA

algorithm in terms of NPV attainment for all levels of the top 100 constraint on both

landscapes. The differences between the best TA solution and the best SA solution on the

high quality landscape ranged from 1.2 to 3.0 percent in NPV attainment and from 3.1 to

5.5 percent on the low quality landscape (see Tables 17 and 18).



Table 17. Threshold Accepting Solutions for High Quality Landscape

Table 18. Threshold Accepting Solutions for Low Quality Landscape

Solution Validation with a Simple Reserve System

I then compared the efficiency of the SA solutions in terms of NPV and likelihood

of species persistence with simple reserve systems on each of the 2 study landscapes. A

block of high quality habitat was identified on each landscape by examining the weighted

scores of the top scoring sites and visual inspection of the landscapes. A 510 ha block of

habitat including 91 5.6 ha territories (approximately 5% of the landscape) was identified

and reserved from all harvest activities. Ninety-one territories were identified such that a

central reference territory was identified with 6 territories 1 radii removed from the

reference, 12 territories 2 radii removed, 18 territories 3 radii removed, 24 territories 4

radii removed, and 30 territories 5 radii removed. Figures 31 and 32 identify the reserved

territories for the high quality and low quality landscapes respectively. The remaining

landscape was managed to maximize the NPV return from harvest activities. Maps that

represent the progression of these landscapes through time were created and entered into

the PATCH model. 100 simulations of 100 years for the squirrel were conducted in the
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Constraint (C) TA solution SA solution
.97 404.5 409.3
.97 403.9 408.7
.50 440.9 451.6
.50 435.0 450.8
.32 442.6 463.4
.32 440.5 462.8

Constraint (C) TA solution SA solution
.72 245.9 253.4
.72 243.5 253.1
.50 266.7 281.7
.50 266.0 280.4
.40 276.5 286.7
.40 275.5 286.6
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PATCH model. The NPV and the likelihood of persistence @ercent of 100 runs with a

non-0 ending population) were recorded for this reserve system and compared to the SA

algorithm results. For the high quality landscape the reserve system produced a NPV of

$446 million and an observed persistence rate of 64 percent on PATCH model

simulations. The closest data points identified from the SA algorithm occurred with

harvest values of $444 and $445 million and persistence rates of 78 percent for both

solutions. Additionally, two data points were identified with NPVs of $452 and $451

million with persistence rates of 75 and 72 percent respectively.

For the low quality landscape the reserve system produced a NPV of $291

million and an observed persistence rate of 23 percent from PATCH model simulations.

The closest data points identified from the SA algorithm occurred for two solutions with

harvest values of $287 million and persistence rates of 61 percent and 55 percent.

Additionally, two data points were identified with NPVs of $296 and $295 million with

persistence rates of 50 and 45 percent respectively. Thus, the SA algorithm was able to

identify several solutions that resulted in higher NPV and species persistence than the

simple reserve system for both landscapes. Figures 19 and 20 show that the reserve

system solutions reside in the interior of the production possibility set traced out by the

SA algorithm solutions.



Figure 31. Reserve System for High Quality Landscape
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation I explored the production relationship between the net present

value of timber harvest and the likelihood of species persistence for the Northern flying

squirrel. I was able to integrate a spatially explicit wildlife population simulation model

with a heuristic optimization algorithm that identified efficient harvest schedules,

maximizing the NPV of timber harvest subject to a given level of a wildlife habitat

constraint. The wildlife habitat constraint was used as a proxy for the wildlife population

model, and was based on an aggregate measure of the quality of each individual wildlife

territory weighted by the quality of the neighborhood in which it resided. The functional

form of this habitat constraint was identified through the use of the logit regression

model. Two different constraint formulations were examined for the wildlife constraint

on two different landscapes. I constructed a simulated annealing algorithm that

maximized the net present value (NPV) from timber harvest subject to the habitat

constraint for a 100 year planning horizon. Solutions from this algorithm were reentered

into the wildlife population model and multiple simulations were run to identify an

observed level of species persistence. By varying the habitat constraint the relative

tradeoffs between NPV and species persistence were examined. The NPV of the solutions

generated by the SA algorithm were graphed against the observed levels of persistence to

produce a production possibility frontier.

The simulated annealing algorithm produced similar values for the net present

value of timber harvest subject to a given wildlife habitat constraint. These solutions

were then reentered into the wildlife population model and the production relationship

was established. The resulting production possibility frontier mapping the NPV of timber

harvest versus the likelihood of species persistence showed a typical competitive

relationship between these outputs concave to the origin. The habitat constraint was able

to identify differences in the observed likelihood of species persistence. Higher values of

the constraint resulted in observations with higher likelihood of persistence. Using the

same value on the different constraint formulations (top 50 sites versus top 100 sites)

produced observations with different likelihood of persistence. A closer relationship
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between the same constraint formulation on the two different landscapes appeared than

the relationship between the same levels of the different constraint formulations on the

same landscape. Therefore, the habitat constraint as formulated within the SA algorithm

was able to guide the algorithm in identifying high quality habitat configurations on the

landscape while maintaining a substantial return from timber harvest activities.

The results of the solutions developed in the SA algorithm were compared with

results from simple habitat reserve plans on the two study landscapes. The SA algorithm

was able to identify several solutions with both higher levels of NPV and observed

survival rates than the reserve systems on both landscapes. Thus the habitat reserve

systems was determined to be inefficient.

The production possibility sets, illustrated in Figures 19 and 20, show the physical

trade-offs between species persistence and timber harvest value on Landscapes 1 and 2

respectively. The solutions were estimates of the bounds on the feasible set of production

combinations. The marginal cost in terms of foregone timber revenue to achieve

marginal increases in the level of species persistence were higher on the low quality

landscape than on the high quality landscape throughout the range of solutions. This may

indicate that, at least in this study, conservation efforts would be more efficiently

employed (in terms of reaching a species persistence goal at lowest cost) on landscapes

with higher quality habitat.

A concentrated effort was made to develop a general methodology that could be

applied to different wildlife species on different landscapes. However, some of the

aspects of the modeling process were necessarily specific to this study. General aspects

include the development of the wildlife constraint from analysis of the wildlife

population simulation results and the application of the logit regression model to identify

functional forms for the constraints. The neighborhood weighting approach, using the

expected eigenvalues for individual territories weighted by the eigenvalues of the

territories in the immediate neighborhood, could be considered somewhat general. This

approach is most appropriate for species with limited dispersal distances where the local
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spatial arrangement of habitat is an important determinant of local population persistence.

Species with longer dispersal distances are likely to be more able to identify remote

habitat patches and be less sensitive to the spatial arrangement of the territories on the

landscape. The neighborhood weighting scheme developed in this thesis may, therefore,

be less appropriate for these types of species. Specific aspects of this study included the

specific functional form of the neighborhood weighting scheme, the number of radii that

contributed to the determination of the territories' weighted scores, and the consideration

of only the top scoring sites in the development of the habitat constraint.

I constructed a wildlife habitat constraint, developed a SA algorithm that created

harvest schedules that maximized the NPV of timber harvest subject to the habitat

constraint, created landscape maps from these schedules, reentered them into the wildlife

population simulator, and measured the observed persistence for the species. The SA

algorithm identified solutions with non-zero persistence levels and high NPV levels

relative to the maximum NPV solution. The NPV of solutions with the same constraint

were very similar, the largest observed difference in solution values was only .5 percent.

Increasing the level of the same habitat constraint formulation resulted in an increase in

the observed survival rates in all cases. The observed survival rates for the same

constraint formulation across the two landscapes were closely related to the level of the

constraint. However, the same level of the constraint using a different constraint

formulation on the same landscape produced significantly different observed survival

levels. The top 100 constraint had a higher survival probability and lower NPV than

solutions using the same level of the top 50 constraint. This occurred despite the fact that

the constraint was developed from a similarly structured measure in each formulation, the

cumulative probability of persistence in each decade of the planning horizon. By

considering only the top 50 and top 100 scoring sites information that may be important

in certain circumstances was ignored. For instance, I was unable to identify solutions

with observed persistence levels in excess of 75% on the low quality landscape using the

top 50 or 100 site formulations. By increasing the number of sites included in the habitat

constraint up to 500 sites I was able to identify solutions with high levels of observed

persistence on the low quality landscape.
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A number of future research projects may be developed based on the

methodology developed within this thesis and could include the following work:

Inclusion of stochastic processes such as fire, drought, and disease outbreak.

Stochastic processes can significantly influence both species survival and the NPV of

timber harvest activities. For example, a catastrophic wildfire would reduce the NPV

from future timber harvest activities and the likelihood of species persistence due to the

loss of habitat. Therefore, the production possibility sets described in this thesis may be

exaggerated. Inclusion of stochastic processes is complicated since the effects of many of

these events are dependent on the composition and spatial pattern of forestland. If these

processes were well modeled the advantages of this methodology over a simple reserve

system may be expanded. This methodology should be able to reduce the risk of

stochastic disturbances by scheduling harvest activities that reduce the likely effects and

distribute high quality habitat patches across the landscape to avoid a population collapse

due to the loss of a single patch of prime habitat.

Include additional wildlife species. Simulating additional species would allow us to

explore production relations between species with different habitat needs and life history

characteristics. This study focuses exclusively on commodity/non-commodity trade-offs,

representing the cost of species persistence likelihood in terms of the value of commodity

production forgone (e.g., pitting loggers against conservationists). But conservation

programs may have objectives that conflict, so that the opportunity costs of each may be

expressed in forgone accomplishment of the other. For example, managing a stream basin

to enhance forage for elk may result in deterioration of the quality of the stream as

salmon habitat.

Simulating likely forest management scenarios for the study area that incorporate

various landowner objectives and regulatory constraints. The model that I developed

traces out the production possibilities for species persistence and timber harvest for the

study area in the absence of institutional or regulatory constraints. This simulation will

demonstrate the usefulness of the model for assessing efficiency loss associated with such

constraints (that is, the difference between the potential and the realized outcomes).
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This project combined analysis techniques from wildlife population modeling,

forest economics, and operation research in an integrated fashion to explore these relative

tradeoffs in a spatially explicit framework. Murray and Snyder (2000) explain that

spatial modeling in forest management has been developed independently along two

lines, nature reserve design and constrained harvest scheduling. In this thesis I developed

an optimization algorithm where nature reserve design is integrated into the model as the

constraint in a spatially explicit harvest scheduling algorithm.

Increased public awareness and the availability of spatial information have

increased expectations on the planning process for public land agencies. Land

management studies need to consider multiple inputs and demands combining analysis

techniques from traditionally independent academic disciplines. Furthermore, these

independent disciplines could benefit from examination of the traditional analysis

techniques of other disciplines. Simulation analysis and optimization techniques provide

a prime example. Wildlife biologists have traditionally applied simulation techniques,

while economists and management scientist have employed optimization methodologies.

As land managers face increasingly complex demands from increasingly stressed

landscapes, interdisciplinary planning utilizing the strengths of the included disciplines

becomes essential. In this thesis I showed how the relative strengths of simulation and

optimization techniques can be incorporated in an integrated modeling framework.
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Appendix A. PATCH Wildlife Species Parameters for the Northern Flying Squirrel
(Glaucornys sabrinus)

Demographic parameters within the PATCH models were identified using the

default values. Detailed description of these parameters may be found in "A Users Guide

to the PATCH Model" (Schumaker 1998). The parameters were defined as follows:

Walk up gradient =50

Search randomly = 50

Site fidelity = medium

Movement = random walk

Search minimum = 0 territories

Search maximum = 22 territories (PATCH does not provide a default value 22 a

maximum dispersal distance of 22 territories is roughly equivalent to 4.8 km)

Survival and reproduction interpolation functions = linear

Vital rates factor =95% (the default is 100%, the vital rates factor determines the

quality of habitat to be associated with the Leslie matrix.)



Appendix B. ORGANON Yield Tables.

Table B-i. ORGANON yield table Douglas fir Site Index 90.

Table B-2. Thin stand at age 70 to 40 trees per acre.

Table B-3. Thin stand at age 90 to 40 trees per acre.
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AGE Trees Per Acre (TPA) Standing Volume
(mbf scribner)

30 321 6.6
50 312 28.2
70 299 44.8
90 282 61.6
110 260 75.4
130 231 84.2
150 200 89.9
170 175 94.3
190 155 99.4
200+ 138 103.8

AGE Initial TPA TPA after Standing Vol. Thin Vol.
30 321 6.6
50 312 28.2
70 299 40 44.8 33.1
90 40 21.6
110 40 28.1
130 40 44.6
150 40 55.7
170 39 67.1

AGE Initial TPA TPA after Standing Vol. Thin Vol
30 321 6.6
50 312 28.2
70 299 44.8
90 282 40 61.6 42.5
110 40 29.4
130 40 41.2
150 40 52.2
170 40 62.1
190 40 70.3



Table B-4. Thin stand at age 110 to 40 trees per acre.

Table B-S. Thin stand at age 130 to 40 trees per acre.

Table B-6. Thin stand at age 150 to 40 trees per acre.
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AGE Initial TPA TPA after Standing Vol. Thin Vol.
30 321 6.6
50 312 28.2
70 299 44.8
90 282 61.6
110 260 40 75.4 48.1
130 40 38.4
150 40 48.4
170 40 56.9
190 40 65.3
200+ 40 71.9

AGE Initial TPA TPA after Standing Vol. THIN Vol.
30 321 6.6
50 312 28.2
70 299 44.8
90 282 61.6
110 260 75.4
130 231 40 84.2 47.3
150 40 47.8
170 40 55.5
190 40 63.7
200+ 40 72.0

AGE Initial TPA TPA after Standing Vol. THIN Vol.
30 321 6.6
50 312 28.2
70 299 44.8
90 282 61.6
110 260 75.4
130 231 84.2
150 200 40 89.9 44.5
170 40 54.7
190 40 63.7
200+ 40 72.0




